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SUMMARY
Reelin operates through canonical and non-canonical pathways thatmediate several aspects of brain develop-
ment and function. Reelin’s dimeric central fragment (CF), generated through proteolytic cleavage, is required
for the lipoprotein-receptor-dependent canonical pathwayactivation.Here,weanalyze the signalingproperties
of a varietyofReelin fragments andmeasure thedifferential bindingaffinitiesofmonomeric anddimericCF frag-
ments to lipoprotein receptors to investigate the mode of canonical signal activation. We also present the cry-
oelectron tomography-solved dimeric structure of Reelin CF and support it using several other biophysical
techniques. Our findings suggest that Reelin CF forms a covalent parallel dimer with some degree of flexibility
between the two protein chains. As a result of this conformation, Reelin binds to lipoprotein receptors in a
manner inaccessible to its monomeric form and is capable of stimulating canonical pathway signaling.
INTRODUCTION

Reelin is a critical player in brain development and function, and

its loss in mutant reeler mice results in the massive disruption of

cortical cellular layers, cerebellar hypoplasia, and severe ataxia

(D’Arcangelo et al., 1995). This large (�400 kDa) glycoprotein is

secreted by Cajal-Retzius cells and a subset of GABAergic inter-

neurons to regulate many aspects of pre- and postnatal brain

development (Lee and D’Arcangelo, 2016). Specifically, Reelin

cues the radial migration of principal neurons to form laminated

cortical brain structures, promotes the growth and orientation

of dendritic arbors, induces the branching of entorhinohippo-

campal axon terminals, induces spine formation, and modulates

synaptic function and plasticity, affecting learning and memory

(Borrell et al., 1999; Del Rio et al., 1997; Iafrati et al., 2014;

Lambert de Rouvroit and Goffinet, 1998; Liu et al., 2001; Matsuki

et al., 2010;Nichols andOlson, 2010;Niu et al., 2004, 2008;Olson

et al., 2006;Qiu et al., 2006; Rice et al., 2001;Weeber et al., 2002).

Structurally, Reelin is a multi-domain protein consisting of

N-terminal F-spondin-like and H domains, eight Reelin repeat

domains (RRs), and a short C-terminal stretch of basic amino

acids (D’Arcangelo et al., 1995). Full-length (FL) Reelin, secreted
by Cajal-Retzius cells in the embryonic brain, forms oligomers

that accumulate in the marginal zone and control neuronal

migration (Kubo et al., 2002; Ogawa et al., 1995). Some Reelin

proteins, however, are cleaved by metalloproteases in what

may be a form of activity regulation, resulting in threemajor prod-

ucts, theN-terminal fragment (NT), the central fragment (CF), and

the C-terminal fragment (CT) (Figures 1 and S1) (D’Arcangelo

et al., 1997; Koie et al., 2014; Lambert de Rouvroit et al., 1999;

Ogino et al., 2017; Sato et al., 2016). It has been reported that

Reelin CF is necessary and sufficient to elicit signal transduction

in dissociated neurons (Jossin et al., 2004). Furthermore, to be

functionally active, Reelin must form a covalent homodimer

mediated by a disulfide bond that bridges one cysteine residue

(C2101) on repeat 5 with its intermolecular counterpart. The

mutant Reelin C2101A is unable to form a disulfide-linked dimer

and can no longer efficiently activate Reelin signaling, yet it re-

tains the ability to bind to Reelin’s receptors (Yasui et al., 2011).

Reelin exerts its biological functions primarily through the acti-

vation of a canonical signaling pathway, in which Reelin binds to

either of its two known receptors in the lipoprotein receptor su-

perfamily, the very low density lipoprotein receptor (VLDLR)

and apolipoprotein E receptor 2 (ApoER2) (D’Arcangelo et al.,
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Figure 1. Expression and purification of Reelin proteins

(A) Diagram of Reelin signaling pathways. In bold are the downstream signaling molecules analyzed in this study.

(B) Diagrams, SEC traces, and SDS-PAGE under reducing conditions followed byCoomassie staining of purified Reelin CF constructs (left, CF; right, CFC2101A).

For Reelin CF, the dimeric peak elutes at ~13 mL, and the monomeric peak elutes at ~14.25 mL. Reelin CF C2101A elutes primarily as a peak at ~14.25 mL. The

oligomeric state of each species is confirmed later in the study by AUC (Figures 7 and S8).
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1999; Hiesberger et al., 1999). Reelin binding to these receptors

leads to the phosphorylation of the adaptor protein Dab1 by

Src-family kinases (SFKs) and downstream activation of the

growth-regulating PI3K/Akt/mTOR signaling pathway (Bock

et al., 2003; D’Arcangelo et al., 1999; Dlugosz et al., 2019; Howell

et al., 1999; Jossin and Goffinet, 2007; Park and Curran, 2008).

Reelin also activates a non-canonical pathway, leading to the

SFK-dependent phosphorylation of Erk1/2 kinases and the

expression of synaptic immediate-early genes (IEGs) through

mechanisms that are not well characterized (Lee et al., 2014).

Reelin’s large size, dimeric composition, complex cleavage

pattern, and multiple repeat domain organization have made
2 Structure 29, 1–15, October 7, 2021
structural studies of the protein difficult to conduct. Whereas

the structures of some individual domains and domain pairs

have been solved by protein crystallography (Nagae et al.,

2020; Nogi et al., 2006; Yasui et al., 2007; Yasui et al., 2010),

the structure of a signaling-competent Reelin fragment, which

we define as its dimeric CF, has thus far remained unresolved.

Here we present a multidisciplinary study that investigates the

Reelin structure-function relationship. Our findings demonstrate

that, unlike the proteolytic fragments examined here, only Reelin

FL robustly activates both the canonical and the non-canonical

pathways. Furthermore, we show that the CF dimer is sufficient

to activate the canonical Reelin signaling pathway, whereas the
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CF monomer and other Reelin fragments are not. We calculate

the dissociation constants (KD) between the dimeric and the

monomeric fragments of Reelin and the receptors, VLDLR and

ApoER2. We also report the in-solution structure of the

signaling-competent dimeric CF, obtained using cryoelectron

tomography (cryo-ET). We confirm the architecture of the mono-

meric fragment using small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), as an

independent, in-solution technique, and assess the dimerization

behavior using analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC). Last, by

incorporating a Reelin CF heterodimer into our signaling assay,

we present a model of canonical signal activation that highlights

the importance of Reelin’s dimeric structure.

RESULTS

Preparation of purified Reelin fragments
We generated and purified a series of Reelin constructs corre-

sponding to Reelin FL and the three major cleavage products

(Reelin NT, CF, and CT) to investigate their canonical and non-ca-

nonical signaling properties. Reelin CF was also purified as a

dimeric Fc-fusion protein (CF-Fc) and mutant monomeric version

(CF C2101A) (Figures 1 and S1). The purity and integrity of the pu-

rifiedReelinproteinsused in theseexperimentswere routinely veri-

fied by size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) and/or SDS-PAGE

followedbyCoomassie stain (Figures 1BandS1).ReelinCF eluted

as three distinct products in SEC, which we term higher order,

dimer, andmonomer, and the biophysical properties of these olig-

omeric states are further investigated later in this study usingAUC.

It is unsurprising that the Reelin CF construct purifies partially as a

monomer due to the inclusion of 1 mM DTT in the purification

buffer, thus leading to the partial reduction of the C2101 disulfide

bond, responsible for maintaining the Reelin CF dimer. Reelin CF

C2101A eluted primarily as a peak that corresponds in elution vol-

ume to the monomeric peak observed for Reelin CF (Figure 1B).

The minor peak observed in the Reelin CF C2101A SEC trace is

likely an artifactual dimer, and biophysical properties of this

construct are investigated later in the study aswell. Constructs ex-

pressed and purified as Fc-fusion proteins (i.e., Reelin CF-Fc,

ReelinCFK2467A-Fc) often run as double bands due to the partial

cleavageof theFcduringproteinpreparation (FigureS1).ReelinCT

eluted as a single, uniform peak in SEC, but consistently ran as

threedistinctbands inSDS-PAGE(�85,�65,and�20kDa),which

we attribute to partial degradation as a result of denaturation or

reduction prior to SDS-PAGE (Figure S1).

Reelin FL and CF dimer induce canonical signaling
To investigate Reelin signaling in neurons, we established primary

cultures dissociated from embryonic day 16 mouse cerebral

cortices and kept them in vitro for 4–10 days (DIV4–10). We first

characterized DIV4 cultures using an IN Cell analyzer (Cytiva) for

high-content analysis (HCA) of fluorescence microscopy images,

which enabled us to analyze thousands of cells in an unbiased

manner, thusestablishingahigh-throughputassay for signal trans-

duction experiments. All neurons were detected by immunofluo-

rescence using four antibody markers (MAP2, TUJ1, HuCD, and

NeuN), GABAergic neurons were specifically detected using the

anti-GAD67 antibody, and astrocytes were detected using an

anti-GFAP antibody (Table S1). The cultures were then counter-

stained with Hoechst stain to identify all cell nuclei (Figure S2A).
Randomized fluorescence images revealed that most cells in cul-

ture were neurons, with extensive dendrites (visualized by MAP2)

and axons (TUJ1). The nuclei of all neurons were clearly detected

by the pan-neuronal nuclear marker HuCD, and the nuclei of

mature neurons were detected by NeuN staining. GAD67+ inhibi-

tory neurons were also readily identified, and very few GFAP+ as-

trocytes were present. These data indicated that neurons (HuCD+

cells) represented approximately 70% of all the cells in culture,

whereas approximately 50% of all cells were mature neurons

(NeuN+) and 20% were GABAergic (GAD67+) interneurons (Fig-

ureS2B). Taken together, thesedatasuggest that�50%ofall cells

in culturewere excitatory neurons,�20%were inhibitory neurons,

and 30%were glia, fibroblasts, undifferentiated precursors, or un-

healthy, dying cells.

We used theHCA imagingmethodology to investigate the acti-

vation of the canonical signaling pathway by FL and cleaved

Reelin fragments in DIV4 mouse cortical cultures. As a positive

control we used 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), and as a negative

control we used the Reelin purification buffer. Cultures were

stained with Alexa 488-conjugated antibodies directed against

phosphorylated ribosomal protein S6 (pS6), a well-known target

of the PI3K/Akt/mTOR pathway, and thus a downstream readout

of the Reelin canonical pathway (Ballif et al., 2003). Cells were

double labeled with HuCD primary antibodies and CY5-conju-

gated secondary antibodies, to identify neuronal cells, and coun-

terstained with Hoechst to detect all nuclei. As expected, a clear

pS6 signal was detected in the cytoplasm ofmany cells, whereas

a strong HuCD stain was detected in most nuclei, overlapping

with the Hoechst stain (Figure 2A). The percentage of pS6+ cells

under each treatment condition was determined from the anal-

ysis of several thousand cells in triplicate sample wells. The

data show that only Reelin FL and the dimeric CF-Fc (both at

50 nM concentration) induced a significant increase in the per-

centage of pS6+ cells identified by Hoechst stain (Figure 2B).

The monomeric CF C2101A, like other proteolytic products, did

not induce S6 phosphorylation at the same concentration. We

also analyzed the percentage of pS6+ neurons (HuCD+) (Fig-

ure 2C) and the intensity of the pS6 signal in all cells (Figure 2D),

and again observed that only Reelin FL and dimeric CF-Fc induce

pS6. The data imply that only Reelin FL and the dimeric CF can

interact with lipoprotein receptors, VLDLR/ApoER2, and activate

canonical signaling. The statistically significant induction of pS6

by Reelin FL and CF-Fc was replicated in additional HCA exper-

iments using independent cortical cultures (data not shown).

To confirm the HCA immunofluorescence findings using tradi-

tional biochemical techniques, we exposed cortical cultures to

purified Reelin proteins as above and performed western blot

analysis of Akt phosphorylation using anti-phospho-Akt Ser473

(pAktS)- and anti-phospho-Thr308 (pAktT)-specific antibodies.

To normalize thedata for protein content, theblotswere reprobed

with antibodies against total Akt. The ratio of pAkt/total Akt was

calculated and plotted from two independent experiments (Fig-

ure S3). Even though these experiments were not sufficient to

conduct a statistical analysis, the results support the observed

pattern in Figure 2, as only Reelin FL and CF-Fc induce Akt phos-

phorylation (and thus canonical signaling), whereas other Reelin

fragments, including the monomeric CF C2101A, are ineffective.

The expression of IEGs Arc and c-Fos was used as a readout

of the non-canonical signaling downstream of Erk1/2 activation.
Structure 29, 1–15, October 7, 2021 3



Figure 2. Induction of canonical and non-

canonical signaling pathways by Reelin

fragments

Neurons were treated with various purified Reelin

fragments at 50 nM, and readouts of canonical

and non-canonical signaling pathways were as-

sessed using HCA of fluorescence images and

qRT-PCR, respectively.

(A) Representative image of HCA immunofluores-

cence experiment. Green, pS6; red, HuCD; blue,

Hoechst.

(B–D) Statistical analysis of the percentage of

pS6+ neurons in all cells (B) and in neurons (C), and

the overall intensity of pS6 signal (D) in DIV4 neu-

rons.

(E and F) Quantification of relative levels of Arc (E)

and c-Fos (F) as measured by qRT-PCR in DIV10

neurons. One biological experiment of three tech-

nical replicates was used to generate the figure.

Each data point corresponds to a single well, which

is an average of nine individual fields of view. Each

technical replicate (well) comprised >1,000 cells.

*p% 0.05; **p% 0.01; ***p%0.001; ****p%0.0001.
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We exposed cortical cultures to purified Reelin proteins, ex-

tracted total RNA, and analyzed Arc and c-Fos expression by

qRT-PCR. Values were normalized to the ribosomal protein

S12 gene as an internal control. The data from three independent

experiments demonstrate that Reelin FL strongly induced both

Arc and c-Fos expression, whereas CF-Fc caused a small induc-

tion; other Reelin fragments had no effect (Figures 2E and 2F).

Consistent with previous reports, these results show that only

Reelin FL is capable of inducing a robust activation of non-ca-

nonical signaling (Lee et al., 2014).

Dimeric Reelin CF binds to the ectodomains of ApoER2
and VLDLR with a higher affinity than its
monomeric form
To begin examiningwhy the dimeric CF elicits canonical signaling

but themonomericCF does not, we usedbio-layer interferometry
4 Structure 29, 1–15, October 7, 2021
(BLI) to measure binding affinities be-

tween Reelin constructs of different oligo-

meric states and the receptors involved in

the canonical signaling pathway (ApoER2

and VLDLR). Fc-fused receptor ectodo-

mains (Figure S4) were immobilized to

protein A biosensors (ForteBio); using a

dilution series of purified Reelin proteins,

we calculated the dissociation constant

(KD) between each receptor and the

following Reelin constructs that contain

the lipoprotein-receptor-binding central

domain: Reelin FL, dimeric Reelin CF,

monomeric Reelin CF, and mutant mono-

meric Reelin CFC2101A (Figures 3 and 4).

Dimeric andmonomeric CF proteins used

in these assayswere separated fromeach

other by SEC and did not contain the Fc.

Consistent with previous reports (Yasui

et al., 2010, 2011), we found that all Reelin
proteinsboundmore tightly toApoER2comparedwithVLDLR;af-

finities of Reelin proteins for ApoER2 ranged from 57 to 477 nM,

whereas for VLDLR, affinities ranged from 200 to 8,440 nM (Table

1). However, the binding affinities of different Reelin proteins for

each receptor followed a similar pattern, with Reelin FL exhibiting

the tightest binding, followed by the CF dimer, and then the two

monomeric forms. Reelin binding is dependent on the receptors’

coordination of calcium ions near the binding site; therefore we

included EDTA in the dissociation buffer of the BLI experiments

to disrupt binding and return the signal to baseline. Since we

calculated the KD by fitting the maximum signal at each concen-

tration using a non-linear regression, the inclusion of 1 mM EDTA

in the dissociation step had no impact on the analysis but allowed

the sensor to be reused at other protein concentrations. Interest-

ingly, even when using EDTA during the dissociation between

ApoER2 and both Reelin FL and CF dimer, we were unable to



Figure 3. Binding curves detailing the interaction between ApoER2 and Reelin fragments

BLI protein A sensor tips were loaded with ecto-ApoER2-Fc and exposed to a dilution series of purified Reelin constructs to calculate the interaction affinities.

(A–D) (Top) Individual binding curves of purified Reelin constructs at various concentrations (right) featuring characteristic phases of association (120 s) and

dissociation (120 s). (A) Reelin FL, (B) Reelin CF dimer, (C) Reelin CF monomer, (D) Reelin CF C2101A. (Bottom) Maximum responses at the measured

concentrations were plotted and fitted with a one-site-specific, non-linear regression to calculate a KD for each interaction (GraphPad Prism8). SE, standard

error; CI, confidence interval. The BLI curves in (A) and (B) are single measurements, while those in (C) and (D) are averages of two measurements at each

concentration.
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Figure 4. Binding curves detailing the interaction between VLDLR and Reelin fragments

Similar to BLI data presented in Figure 3, KDwas calculated using a dilution series of the same Reelin fragments but this time loading the BLI biosensors with ecto-

VLDLR-Fc.

(A–D) (Top) Individual binding curves of purified Reelin constructs at various concentrations. (A) Reelin FL, (B) Reelin CF dimer, (C) Reelin CF monomer, (D) Reelin

CFC2101A. (Bottom)Maximum responses at themeasured concentrationswere again plotted and fitted to calculate a KD for each interaction. SE, standard error;

CI, confidence interval. BLI curves are an average of either two individual measurements (A) or three individual measurements (B–D).
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observe a complete dissociation, leading us to use a fresh protein

A biosensor for each concentration measured (Figure S4). We

then compared the dissociation phases between each Reelin
6 Structure 29, 1–15, October 7, 2021
construct and both receptors in the presence or absence of cal-

cium (Figure S5). Particularly apparent in the ApoER2 binding da-

taset is the complete lack of dissociation of FL and CF dimeric



Table 1. BLI calculated binding affinities

BLI calculated dissociation constants (mM)

Reelin protein ApoER2 VLDLR

Reelin FL 0.057 (0.029–0.11) 0.21 (0.20–0.23)

Reelin CF dimer 0.129 (0.087–0.191) 1.07 (0.86–1.33)

Reelin CF monomer 0.477 (0.273–0.818) 2.39 (1.79–3.16)

Reelin CF C2101A 0.297 (0.154–0.588) 8.44 (6.24–11.56)

KD values as calculated from the measurements presented in Figures 3

and 4. The KD 95% confidence interval is in parentheses.
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proteins in the presence of calcium compared with the mono-

meric CF proteins that dissociate from the receptor in the pres-

ence of calcium, albeit more slowly than when calcium is

excluded from the system. This pattern is also observed in the

VLDLRdataset, with Reelin FL not dissociating from the receptor,

while the monomeric CF proteins readily dissociate in the pres-

ence of calcium, especially the CF C2101A protein. The CF dimer

doesgradually dissociate fromVLDLR in thepresenceof calcium,

which is not unexpected given the relatively weaker KD of the

interaction (1.07 mM) compared with the KD of the interaction be-

tween this Reelin protein andApoER2 (129 nM). Overall, the bind-

ingdata demonstrate that Reelin proteinshave higher affinities for

ApoER2 comparedwith VLDLR; they also highlight the receptors’

higher affinities for the dimeric CF compared with themonomeric

proteins. The differential affinities are, in part, likely a result of the

comparatively low rate of dissociation between receptors and the

FL or the dimeric CF Reelin ligands, as they form complexes that

are tightly held together in the presence of calcium.

Monomeric Reelin CF C2101A does not signal even at a
high concentration
Having measured weaker binding affinities between ApoER2 or

VLDLR and CF C2101A compared with the dimeric proteins, we

considered the possibility that the monomeric protein might have

failed to elicit signaling in our previous HCA experiment (Figures

2A–2D) due to the relatively low concentration used in the assay

(50 nM). In BLI experiments, the KD for the interactions between

CF C2101A and lipoprotein receptors was 0.297 and 8.44 mM

(ApoER2 and VLDLR, respectively; Figures 3D and 4D). Therefore,

werepeated theHCAexperiment, treating thedissociatedneurons

with CF C2101A at 10 mM to ensure a sufficient Reelin concentra-

tion in the assay. Treatment with 10 mM CF C2101A (200-fold

higher than the concentration of theCFdimer that induced canon-

ical signaling) still failed to cause a significant increase in pS6

compared with the negative control (Figure 5), suggesting that

this protein is truly signaling incompetent. Thus, the observed

lackofsignalingactivity isnotduesolely to thecomparatively lower

binding affinity of monomeric CF C2101A, but likely reflects the

inability of this ligand toalter theconformationof lipoprotein recep-

tors in a way that initiates signal transduction.

Cryo-ET of Reelin CF
To understand the structural basis for the differential activities

and binding capacities of monomeric and dimeric Reelin CF,

we used cryo-ET to resolve their 3D structures.

The monomeric CF was easily identified as elongated frag-

ments with each RR resolved as a globular density about 40 Å
in width and 60 Å in length. The CFmonomers display high levels

of structural heterogeneity in overall shape and curvature (Fig-

ure 6A). The four repeats in the CF monomer (RR3–RR6) vary

in their arrangement, from aligning themselves in a relatively

straight line to bending as an arch at variable degrees. Subtomo-

gram analysis and averaging algorithms failed to generate

converged class averages for the monomers, even when a large

class number was used, suggesting that the conformational flex-

ibility of the monomers is probably continuous in solution.

In tomograms of CF dimers, the two protein chains appear to

be more rigid compared with the CF monomer, and they inter-

sect one another to form an X shape (Figure 6B). Initial model-

free classification of 7,729 CF dimer subtomograms generated

eight unique class averages, all displaying apparent C2 symme-

try. Thus, C2 symmetry was applied to all subsequent subtomo-

gram alignment and averaging steps in our analysis. Structural

analysis of the subtomogram averages revealed a high level of

heterogeneity in the angle between the two protein chains and

flexibility in the position of the repeats on either end of the frag-

ment (RR3 and RR6). To achieve a more homogeneous popula-

tion for structural analysis, we proceeded with a second iteration

of subtomogram classification and averaging, including only CF

dimer subtomograms with all four repeats in both protein chains

clearly resolved (Figure 6C).

Subtomogram analysis and classification on the selected sub-

set of particles (n = 1,708) resolved the dimerization site between

the two protomers, as expected, on RR5. Using this dimerization

site as a landmark, we measured the angle between the vectors

formed by the four repeats in the two protomers (Figure S6A). In

this subset, the two protein chains cross each other in a parallel

configuration at anangular range of 43�–71� (Figures 6DandTable

S2).Thedistancesbetween the two intersectingchains, definedas

the distance between the C-terminal ends of RR6 on each proto-

mer (Figure S6A), range from 71 to 86 Å (Figure 6D, Table S2). In

all subtomogram averages, despite the different crossing angles

and distances, the two protomers share an extended conforma-

tion, with all four repeats generally aligning along a straight line.

After combining particles from classes with similar crossing

angles (classes 1, 2, 3, and 8 in Figure 6D) and further refining

particle alignment, we generated a 3D average of the CF dimer

at �20 Å resolution (Figure 6E). At this resolution, each protein

chain can be confidently segmented into four subunits, corre-

sponding to the four repeats, RR3–RR6 (Figure 6E). The two sub-

repeats within each Reelin repeat are also delineated. The dimer-

ization site is identified on subrepeat A of RR5. Fitting models of

individually solved crystal structures of Reelin repeats into the

subtomogram average reveals that C2101, the residue respon-

sible for the dimeric structure of Reelin, unequivocally aligns

within the dimerization site in the density map (Figures S6B

and S6C). This conformation allows for both receptor-binding

sites (K2360/K2467), one on each monomer, to remain exposed

on opposite sides of the dimerization interface (Figure S6D).

Solution scattering of Reelin CF monomer
To use an independent, in-solution, structural technique,we frac-

tionated the sample and collected SAXS data of monomeric

Reelin CF (Figure S7A, Tables S3 and S4). The excellent quality

of the protein preparation was apparent by the linearity of the

Guinier plot, indicative of a monodisperse sample with no
Structure 29, 1–15, October 7, 2021 7



Figure 5. Treatment with a high concentra-

tion of Reelin CF C2101A does not induce

pS6 in dissociated neurons

DIV4 mouse neurons were treated with 10 mM

Reelin CF C2101A to ensure a sufficient concen-

tration of monomeric Reelin to interact with the

canonical pathway receptors based on the BLI

calculated KD (see Figures 3 and 4).

(A) Representative image showing pS6 (green),

HuCD (red), and Hoechst (blue) staining.

(B–D) Treatment with 10 mM CF C2101A does not

activate canonical pathway signaling in all cells (B)

or neurons (C) or as a measure of intensity (D). Ten

percent FBSwas included as a positive control; the

protein purification buffer was included as a

negative control. One biological experiment of

three technical replicateswas used to generate the

figure.Eachdatapointcorresponds toasinglewell,

which is an average of nine individual fields of view.

Each technical replicate (well) comprised >1,000

cells.

*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01.
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detectableaggregation (FigureS7B). The radiusof gyration for the

CF monomer (66.54 Å) is consistent with the observations made

using cryo-ET that the protein adopts an elongated conformation.

We performed a P(r) analysis to provide information regarding the

maximum linear dimension (Dmax) of the particle in solution. The

P(r) curve smoothly approaches the x axis when the Dmax is set

to 245 Å (FigureS7C), supporting the concept that themonomeric

Reelin CF is an extendedmoleculewith each subunit contributing

�60 Å in length. The dimensionless Kratky plot is bell shaped,

indicative of a folded protein (Figure S7D). The observedmolecu-

lar weight through Bayesian inference of the monomeric CF is

185.8 kDa (Table S5). Compared with the expected MW of

190.8 kDa, with nine putative N-linked glycosylation sites (based

on primary structure) taken into account, the observed MW and

expected MW differ by only �2.6%.

Since the preliminary parameters indicate that the sample

preparation is of good quality, we used DAMMIN ab initio bead

modeling to determine a low-resolution, 3D structure of the

SAXS data. Averaging and filtering the beadmodels, using DAM-

AVER and DAMFILT, yields models portraying the protein

consistently as an extended rod with visible domains, a

maximum length of �240 Å, and a cross-sectional diameter of

�45 Å (Figure S7E, Table S6). The rigid-body modeling software

SASREF fits four Reelin repeatmodels to the SAXSdata with ac2

of 1.48 and builds a model using individual domains (previously

determined by X-ray crystallography or homology) that resem-

bles the cryo-ET structure (Figures S7F and S7G, Table S7).
8 Structure 29, 1–15, October 7, 2021
Two SAXS bead models were aligned in

the cryo-ET volume map of dimeric

Reelin CF, using Chimera’s Fit in Map

module, and they fit the data well (Fig-

ure S7H). Although SAXS reconstructions

for the CF monomer were virtually iden-

tical to the individual protomers within

the cryo-ET solution, SAXS did not reli-

ably resolve the CF dimer structure due

to higher order particles in the purified
preparation (data not shown). We attribute this to a not-yet-opti-

mized purification procedure, which was later resolved and uti-

lized in other experiments (e.g., BLI, AUC). We did not reattempt

to gather SAXS data of the dimer after having optimized the pu-

rification, since we had already resolved the dimer via cryo-ET,

which is a higher resolution technique and also provides an in-

solution structure.

Analytical ultracentrifugation
To analyze the hydrodynamic behavior of Reelin CF, we con-

ducted SEC and sedimentation velocity AUC experiments

(Figure 7). Together, they demonstrate a lack of concentration-

dependent self-association among the different oligomeric

states of Reelin CF (Figure 7A). Although the SEC and AUC

data for Reelin CF present multiple species, the sedimentation

velocity profiles at concentrations of 0.057, 0.18, and 0.4 g/L

reveal that the relative proportions of the sedimented solutes

remain constant, supporting the concept that the oligomeriza-

tion state of Reelin CF is not dependent on concentration.

To limit overlapping signals during the AUC runs and to calcu-

late precise hydrodynamic parameters for each of the solutes

present in the purified preparation of Reelin CF, we prepared

AUC samples after two consecutive SEC fractionation runs. Dur-

ing the first run, we collected fractions corresponding to themain

peaks in the SEC profile (Figure 7A) and ran these fractions

though the SEC column a second time to ensure separation of

the different-sized solutes. The AUC data from these different



Figure 6. Structure of Reelin CF by cryo-ET

(A) Slice view of a tomogram of fractionated Reelin CF monomers and isosurface views of representative CF monomer subtomograms (blue boxes). The 3D

models of the subtomograms (bottom) are shown to reveal the relative spatial relationship of the four repeats (RR3–RR6).

(B) Slice view of a tomogram of fractionated Reelin CF dimers and isosurface views of representative CF dimer subtomograms (green boxes).

(C) Classification and averaging of Reelin CF dimers revealed structural and/or compositional heterogeneity.

(legend continued on next page)
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fractions (Figures 7B–7D) are consistent with all the structural

data presented in the paper (Table S8). Interestingly, the

higher-order peak (9.5–12.5 mL in the SEC) does not resolve

as a single species, but rather as a collection of solutes (8–30

S) that cannot easily be assigned an oligomeric state (Figure 7B),

likely representing biologically irrelevant, soluble aggregates.

However, the peak at 10.7 S (12.5–13.5 mL in the SEC) is clearly

resolved and has an apparent MW of 332 kDa and a frictional ra-

tio (f/f0) of 1.65 (Figure 7C), consistent with an elongated dimeric

protein that is observed in the cryo-ET data. Similarly, the SEC

fraction from 13.5 to 15 mL is also well resolved (�7 S) and

has an apparent MW of 174 kDa and f/f0 of 1.62 (Figure 7D),

consistent with an elongated monomer, as seen in the SAXS

and cryo-ET data. Reelin CF C2101A is also a single species

of �174 kDa with an f/f0 of �1.66 (Figure S8).

A heterodimeric Reelin fragment induces canonical
pathway signaling in dissociated neurons
So far, we have confirmed that both the Reelin CF dimer and the

monomer bind to ApoER2 and VLDLR, but only the CF dimer can

elicit canonical pathway signaling. To further investigate the

apparent decoupling of binding and signaling, we utilized a het-

erodimeric (HD) Reelin construct. Following our established pro-

tocol (Turk et al., 2020), we used tandem affinity chromatography

to purify a Reelin CF HD protein composed of both a wild-type

chain and another chain carrying a mutation that abolishes the

receptor-binding site (K2467A) (Figure S9). As such, Reelin CF

HD should be able to bind to only a single receptor molecule.

Performing another HCA experiment, we treated dissociated

mouse cortical neurons with Reelin CF HD at concentrations of

200 and 50 nM (Figures 8 and S10, respectively). After treatment

with either concentration of HD protein, we detected a strong in-

duction of canonical signaling similar to that elicited by the wild-

type homodimer, as measured by the fraction of pS6+ cells or

neurons and signal intensity. This finding supports a model

where dimeric Reelin alone has the necessary conformation to

engage a single lipoprotein receptor in a manner that leads to

signaling events. The HCA experiment was repeated using

200 nM HD protein to treat an independent culture, and the re-

sults were reproduced (data not shown).

DISCUSSION

Although several studies have characterized many of the Reel-

in’s biological functions in the brain and the underlyingmolecular

mechanisms (for recent reviews see Bock andMay, 2016; Hirota

and Nakajima, 2017; Lee and D’Arcangelo, 2016; Lussier et al.,

2016; Ranaivoson et al., 2016; Wasser and Herz, 2017), detailed

structural information of a signaling-competent ligand has yet to

emerge. The paucity of structures is likely due to the large size of

Reelin, its inherent flexibility, and the fact that the secreted pro-

tein is subject to a complex pattern of proteolytic cleavage in vivo

and in vitro.
(D) Markers of structural heterogeneity within the CF dimer classes (see [E], Figu

(E) Subtomogram average of predominant classes of Reelin CF dimers clearly reve

final subtomogram average map of CF dimers demonstrate the approximate para

detailed schematic). Fitting of high-resolution RR5–RR6 X-ray crystallography stru

asterisk denotes the position of C2101 on the monomer. Dashed ellipse: recepto
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To better understand the relationship between Reelin protein

structure and function, we used a combination of high-

throughput imaging analysis of signal transduction events in

cultured neurons, aswell as advanced biophysical and biochem-

ical techniques. Here we showed that: (1) as expected, the puri-

fied dimeric CF is sufficient to activate the canonical Reelin

signaling pathway leading to S6 phosphorylation, whereas the

purified monomeric CF, even at 200-fold higher concentrations,

does not induce measurable signal transduction. The present

data also confirmed our previous observation that only the FL

Reelin protein robustly activates the non-canonical pathway

leading to IEG expression (Lee et al., 2014). (2) The dimeric

Reelin CF binds to its receptors, ApoER2 and VLDLR, with affin-

ities that are only 2- to 8-fold higher than those of the monomeric

fragment. These data suggest that the lack of signal activation by

the monomeric fragment is not simply due to reduced affinity,

but rather that signaling requires a ligand conformation that is

specific to the dimeric protein. (3) The 3D structure obtained

by cryo-ET and subtomogram analysis reveals the architecture

of the dimeric form of Reelin CF. We complement this structure

and confirm the structure of the monomeric form, previously re-

ported by other groups (Nogi et al., 2006), using SAXS and AUC.

One of our main findings is that the signaling-competent

Reelin CF is a covalent parallel dimer. While each protomer ap-

pears relatively rigid, with the individual repeats aligned nearly

on a straight line (Nogi et al., 2006), RR3 and RR6 display

some flexibility to the extent that three-quarters of the initial class

averages displayed relatively poorer definition in these regions

compared with the two central domains (RR4 and RR5). Intermo-

lecular flexibility of the two protomers relative to each other is

also present, as measured by the torsional angle between proto-

mers and the distance betweenmarkers placed at the C-terminal

ends of RR6 on each protomer. The dimeric CF assumes an X

shape that enables the receptor-binding sites of each RR6 to

remain available, enabling Reelin to bind to the lipoprotein recep-

tors in a conformation that can stimulate canonical signaling

through both ApoER2 and VLDLR. The observed stability of

the central domains (RR4 and RR5) and flexibility of the outer

two domains (RR3 and RR6), along with the visible overlap of

RR4 and RR5, lead us to speculate that there may be a shared

interface between RR4 and RR5 on each protein chain that

adds to the overall dimeric stability. The overlapping RR4 and

RR5 domains may provide a source of stability through non-co-

valent protein-protein interactions maintaining the dimer’s X-like

conformation, so that it does not freely rotate about the disulfide

bond at C2101. The dichotomous properties of flexibility and sta-

bility made the CF dimer a prime candidate for analysis using

cryo-ET. Cryo-ET was well suited to this application because

the heterogeneity of the dimer did not allow us to confidently

average large datasets to be used in single-particle cryo-EM,

while still being able to generate class averages and refine a

model to�20 Å resolution (Dai et al., 2013; Turk and Baumeister,

2020).While not as detailed, these results were supported and
re S6A, and Table S2 for details).

aled the dimerization site and C2 symmetry. The side and the tilted views of the

meters used for measuring structural heterogeneity (see Figure S6A for a more

ctures (PDB: 2E26) aids in the demarcation of Reelin repeat boundaries. Yellow

r-binding site.



Figure 7. Analytical ultracentrifugation of Reelin CF

SEC curves (left) and the corresponding AUC data outlining the hydrodynamic properties of Reelin CF are shown.

(A) Three different concentrations of unfractionated Reelin were used to detect or rule out concentration-dependent oligomerization. Fractionation boundaries

used for (B–D) are shown (left).

(B) The higher-order fraction is made of several species, likely representing biologically irrelevant aggregates.

(C) Fractionated dimeric Reelin CF sediments primarily as a single species (86.4%) of 10.7 S (~332 kDa) with a frictional ratio of 1.65.

(D) Fractionated monomeric Reelin CF sediments primarily as a single species (85.2%) of 7.1 S (~174 kDa) with a frictional ratio of 1.62.
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strengthened by the independent in-solution techniques of

SAXS, SEC, and AUC, generating high-confidence datasets.

Interestingly, SEC and AUC enabled us to identify aggregation

within the Reelin CF sample preparation and rule out the pres-

ence of a biologically relevant tetramer. These high-molecular-

weight multimers that appear during the purification of the CF

dimer do not display any concentration-dependent self-associa-
tion, nor are they likely physiologically relevant, but rather they

are probably artifactual aggregates. Taken together, these data

provide information on the oligomerization, architecture, and

orientation of the CF in a signaling-competent construct.

The Reelin-receptor-binding experiments highlight the greater

affinity that Reelin has for ApoER2 relative to VLDLR, regardless

of oligomeric state, and also the greater affinity that both
Structure 29, 1–15, October 7, 2021 11



Figure 8. Heterodimeric Reelin fragment

activates canonical signaling pathway in

dissociated neurons

DIV5 primary mouse cortical neurons were treated

with 200 nM purified Reelin proteins, and activa-

tion of the canonical signaling pathway was

measured using HCA imaging.

(A) Representative image of HCA immunofluores-

cence experiment; green, pS6; red, HuCD; blue,

Hoechst.

(B–D) Induction of S6 phosphorylation was

measured as the percentages of pS6+ neurons

(HuCD+) (B) and pS6+ cells (Hoechst) (C) as well as

the overall pS6 intensity (D). This figure is repre-

sentative of a single biological experiment. Each

data point corresponds to a single well, which is an

average of nine individual fields of view. Each

technical replicate (well) contains >1,000 cells.

*p% 0.05; **p% 0.01; ****p % 0.0001.
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receptors have for dimeric forms of Reelin compared with mono-

meric forms. Furthermore, we observed a particularly slower

dissociation phase in the BLI experiments for dimeric constructs,

likely a contributing factor in the comparatively tighter dimeric KD.

Analysis of the available structure of ecto-ApoER2 and RR5–RR6

(Yasui et al., 2010) reveals the interface that occurs between

ligand and receptor, and its dependence on the caging of a

Ca2+ ion by a number of Glu and Asp residues that in turn interact

with Lys at residues 2,467 and 2,360 on Reelin. However,

comparing the primary structure between ApoER2 and VLDLR

at the receptor-binding siteprovidesnoclearly observable reason

as to the lower affinities measured (e.g., lack of acidic residues)

betweenReelin constructs andVLDLR.We therefore hypothesize

that broad, gradual differences in the tertiary structures of

ApoER2 and VLDLR affect the interaction between them and

Reelin constructs, sterically favoring the interaction between

ApoER2 and Reelin. However, a structure of the Reelin dimer

and VLDLR complex would be necessary to adequately address

this hypothesis.

Fitting the dimeric CF’s cryo-ET volume map with high-resolu-

tion structures of previously solved RRs (Yasui et al., 2007; PDB:

2E26) directly reveals that the receptor-binding site on each pro-

tein chain is solvent accessible. This suggests that the dimeric

CF may bind to two receptors simultaneously, and this may be a

potentialmechanismof signal activation. Asweshow in this study,
12 Structure 29, 1–15, October 7, 2021
the fact that the CF dimer initiates signal

activation, while the CF monomer does

not, is likely a result of the dimeric ligand’s

conformation and not a product of the

monomer’s lower binding affinity. Two po-

tential mechanisms may explain the di-

mer’s unique signaling capability: (1) the

dimeric ligand binds to two receptors

simultaneously, causing an increased

local concentration of receptors in an

active conformation that is required for

signal transduction, or (2) the dimeric pro-

tein does not bind to two receptors, but

rather adopts an X-like conformation that
allows it to interact with lipoprotein receptors and produce an

active ligand-receptor complex that cannot be formed by the

monomeric ligand. To distinguish between these possibilities,

we generated a Reelin CF heterodimer that has a single recep-

tor-binding site and tested its ability to induce canonical pathway

activation. The finding that heterodimer treatment caused strong

signaling supports the mechanism in which Reelin dimers alone

can activate the VLDLR/ApoER2-mediated signaling pathway by

binding to a receptor and forming a unique dimer-receptor com-

plex that is necessary to initiate the intracellular signal cascade.

Our results are complementary to those of a previous study in

whichReelinwas shown to induce clustering betweenFLApoER2

andanApoER2constructwith its ligandbindingsitedeleted (Dive-

kar et al., 2014). Receptor clustering has been shown to be

involved in initiatingReelin’s canonical signaling pathway (Divekar

et al., 2014; Strasser et al., 2004). Viewed in conjunctionwith these

previous observations, our data suggest a model in which each

Reelin dimer has a conformation that enables it to bind to a single

receptormolecule and alter its conformation, thus creating a clus-

tering-prone ligand-receptor complex that serves as a hub for ca-

nonical signaling pathway activation (Figure 9).

A future direction that may be useful to further dissect the mo-

lecular mechanism of signal activation by Reelin would be to

investigate the signaling properties of HD deletion constructs.

Our model suggests that Reelin’s secondary chain, the one not



Figure 9. Suggested mode of dimeric activation

(A) X-like architecture enables the Reelin CF dimer to bind to either ApoER2 or VLDLR, forming a distinct Reelin-receptor complex in a conformation that favors

receptor clustering to initiate canonical pathway signaling.

(B) Reelin CF monomer binds to VLDLR or ApoER2, but is unable to form an active Reelin-receptor complex that can efficiently cluster and activate the signal

cascade.
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directly binding to the receptor, plays a role in signal activation.

Whether the secondary chain provides stability or interacts with

the receptor after the initial binding event by K2467, identifying

the domains (e.g., RR3 or RR4) needed on the secondary chain

to create a signaling-competent dimer, may provide useful infor-

mation to further understand this pathway.
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STAR+METHODS
KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Rabbit IgG anti-AKT Cell Signaling Cat# 4961

Mouse IgG anti-FLAG� (DYKDDDDK) Sigma Cat# F3165

Rabbit IgG anti-phosphoAKT (Ser473) Cell Signaling Cat# 9271

Rabbit IgG anti-phosphoAKT (Thr308) Cell Signaling Cat# 9275

Mouse IgG2a anti- bIII TUBULIN (TuJ1) Bio Legend Cat# MMS-435P

Mouse IgG anti-GAD67 Millipore Cat# MAB5406

Mouse IgG anti-GFAP Dako Cat# 20334

Mouse IgG2b anti-HuCD Thermofisher Cat# A-21271

Rabbit IgG anti-MAP2 Millipore Cat# AB5622

Mouse IgG anti-NeuN Millipore Cat# MAB377

Rabbit IgG anti-phosphoS6 (Ser235/236)

Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated

Cell Signaling Cat# 4803

Goat anti-mouse IgG HRP Invitrogen Cat# G-21040

Goat anti-mouse IgG Cyanine5 Invitrogen Cat# A10524

Goat anti-rabbit IgG HRP Santa Cruz Cat# SC-2004

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

DMEM Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# SH30022FS

FBS Atlanta Biologicals Cat# S11550

G418 (Geneticin) Sigma Cat# 108321-42-2

Expi293TM expression medium Gibco Cat# A1435101

HRV-3C protease This paper N/A

B-27TM Plus Neuronal Culture System Gibco Cat# A3653401

FLAG� Peptide Sigma Cat# F3290

Polyethylenimine (PEI) Fisher Cat# NC9197339

L-Glutamine Cytiva Cat# SH30034.01

Poly-D-lysine Sigma Cat# P0899

cOmplete protease inhibitor Roche Cat# 46931590001

PhosSTOP Roche Cat# 4906845001

FLAG-Reelin CF This paper N/A

FLAG-Reelin NT This paper N/A

FLAG-Reelin CT This paper N/A

FLAG-Reelin FL This paper N/A

FLAG-Reelin CF C2101A This paper N/A

FLAG/His6-Reelin HD-Fc Turk et al., 2020. N/A

FLAG-Reelin CF-Fc This paper N/A

His6-Reelin CF K2467A-Fc This paper N/A

FLAG-ApoER2-Fc This paper N/A

FLAG-VLDLR-Fc This paper N/A

Critical commercial assays

Papain dissociation kit Worthington Cat# LK003150

RNeasy Kit Qiagen Cat# 74104

Power SYBR Green master mix Applied Biosystems Cat# 4367659

QuikChange II XL Site-Directed

Mutagenesis Kit

Agilent Cat# 200521

(Continued on next page)
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Deposited data

Dimeric Reelin central fragment This paper EMDB ID: EMD-23091

Crystal structure of two repeat fragment of

Reelin

Yasui et al., 2007 PDB ID: 2E26

Crystal structure of the third repeat domain

of Reelin

Nogi et al., 2006 PDB ID: 2DDU

Structural basis for specific recognition of

Reelin by its receptors

Yasui et al., 2010 PDB ID: 3A7Q

Experimental models: cell lines

HEK293 cells ATCC CRL-1573

HEK293S GnTI- cells ATCC CRL-3022

Expi293FTM cells Gibco Cat# A14635

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

C57BL/6 primary mouse cortical neurons Gibco Cat# A15586

CD-1 mice Charles River Laboratory Strain code: 022

Oligonucleotides

C2101A forward5’-gaaacgcacagatc

cagcaaggtgcagctttccgaagt-3’

IDT N/A

C2101A reverse5’-acttcggaaagct

gcaccttgctggatctgtgcgtttc-3’

IDT N/A

K2467A forward5’-gcccaggtctgctgcgcgt

caaaaggcgctgg-3’

IDT N/A

K2467A reverse5’-ccagcgccttttgac

gcgcagcagacctgggc-3’

IDT N/A

c-Fos forward5’-cgggtttcaacgccgacta-3’ IDT N/A

c-Fos reverse5’-ttggcactagaga

cggacaga-3’

IDT N/A

Arc forward

5’-aagtgccgagctgagatg-3’

IDT N/A

Arc reverse

5’-cgacctgtgcaaccctttc-3’

IDT N/A

S12 forward

5’-ggcatagctgctggaggtgtaa-3’

IDT N/A

S12 reverse

5’-gggcttggcgcttgtctaa-3’

IDT N/A

Recombinant DNA

pCMV6-XL4 FLAG-RELN-Fc Lee et al., 2014 N/A

pCMV6-XL4 FLAG-RELN CF-Fc Lee et al., 2014 N/A

pCMV6-XL4 His6-RELN CF-Fc This paper N/A

pCMV6-XL4 FLAG-RELN NT-Fc Ranaivoson et al., 2019 N/A

pCMV6-XL4 FLAG-RELN CT-Fc Ranaivoson et al., 2019 N/A

pCMV6-XL4 FLAG-APOER2-Fc Ranaivoson et al., 2019 N/A

pCMV6-XL4 FLAG-VLDLR-Fc Ranaivoson et al., 2019 N/A

pCMV6-XL4 FLAG-RELN CF C2101A-Fc This paper N/A

pCMV6-XL4 His6-RELN CF K2467A-Fc This paper N/A

Software and algorithms

Chimera Pettersen et al., 2004 https://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/chimera/

ATSAS 3.0.0 software package (incl.

Primus, DAMMIN, DAMAVER, DAMFILT)

Franke et al., 2017 https://www.embl-hamburg.de/biosaxs/

download.html

BioXTAS RAW Hopkins et al., 2017 https://bioxtas-raw.readthedocs.io/en/

latest/

(Continued on next page)
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

SASREF Petoukhov and Svergun. 2005 https://www.embl-hamburg.de/biosaxs/

sasref.html

UltraScanIII Demeler, 2010 http://ultrascan.aucsolutions.com/

EMAN2 Chen et al., 2019 https://blake.bcm.edu/emanwiki/EMAN2

IMOD Mastronarde, 1997 https://bio3d.colorado.edu/imod/

Prism 8 GraphPad https://www.graphpad.com/

IN Carta Image Analysis Molecular Devices https://www.moleculardevices.com/

products/cellular-imaging-systems/

acquisition-and-analysis-software/in-

carta-image-analysis-software#gref

Other

Superose 6 Increase 10/300 GL Cytiva Cat# 29-0915-96

HiLoad 16/600 Superdex 200 PG Cytiva Cat# 28989335

Protein-A Sepharose fast flow resin Cytiva Cat# 17127902

anti-FLAG� M2 affinity gel Sigma Cat# A2220

ProfinityTM IMAC Ni-charged resin Bio-Rad Cat# 156-0133

An-50 Ti Analytical 8-Place Titanium Rotor Beckman Coulter Cat# 363782

An-60 Ti Analytical 4-Place Titanium Rotor Beckman Coulter Cat# 361964

6 nm fiducial gold EMS Cat# 25510

Quantifoil R 2.0/1.0 Cu 200 mesh grids EMS Cat# Q2100CR1
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Davide

Comoletti (davide.comoletti@vuw.ac.nz).

Materials availability
Plasmids, cell lines, and recombinant proteins generated in this study are available upon request to the lead contact.

Data and code availability
The accession number for the electron density map of the dimeric Reelin central fragment reported in this paper is EMDB:

EMD-23091.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

HEK293 cell culture
HEK293 or HEK293SGntI- cells were cultured in DMEM supplemented with 5% fetal bovine serum (FBS) at 37�C and 5%CO2.When

culturing stable cell lines, HEK293 cells were maintained in DMEM supplemented with 5% FBS and 500 mg/ml of G418 at 37�C and

5% CO2.

Expi293FTM cells were cultured in Expi293TM Expression Medium (Gibco) at 37�C and 8% CO2 while shaking at 125 rpm.

Primary neuronal cultures
Cerebral cortices were dissected from the brains of E16 mice of the CD-1 strain and dissociated using papain (Worthington) in HBSS

buffer supplemented with 1M EDTA and 0.5MCaCl2. Cells were plated in 24-well plates at 1 x 105 cells/well for immunofluorescence

experiments or in 6-well plates at 5 x 106 cells/well for Western blotting. For the neuronal culture involving the Reelin CF heterodimer,

frozen, dissociated primary mouse cortical neurons (Gibco) were thawed and plated in 24-well plates at 1 x 105 cells/well. All plates

were coated with poly-D-lysine and cells were cultured in Neurobasal medium supplemented with 2%B-27 supplement and 0.5 mM

L-glutamine to promote neuronal growth and survival. Cells were cultured for 4-10 DIV in a 37�C tissue culture incubator.

METHOD DETAILS

Protein expression and purification
FL, NT, CT, and CF Reelin cDNA were cloned into a modified pCMV6-XL4 vector in frame with an N-terminal FLAG or His6 tag and

C-terminal human Fc fragment (Lee et al., 2014; Ranaivoson et al., 2019). The C2101A and K2467Amutations were introduced using

site-directed mutagenesis (Agilent) and were sequence confirmed.
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Stable cell lines weremade for all Reelin constructs. HEK293 cells were transfected with the cDNA encoding the gene of interest as

well as one empty vector (pcDNA3.1) fostering resistance against G418 using the Calcium Phosphate method. Cells were selected in

DMEM supplemented with 5% FBS and 500 mg/ml of G418. Resistant clones were isolated using Pyrex cloning rings (Corning) and

stable expression of the proteins were tested via western blot. Clones that highly expressed the protein were amplified, frozen, and

used in large-scale protein production.

Proteins were fused to the Fc region of human IgG and secreted into the cell culture medium. Large-scale protein production was

performed in NuncTM TripleFlaskTM cell culture flasks with regular collection and replenishment of the cell culture medium containing

2-5% FBS. Secreted proteins were purified via affinity chromatography, captured on Protein-A Sepharose 4 fast flow resin (Cytiva).

The saturated resin was washed (50 mM Tris pH 7.4, 450 mM NaCl), equilibrated (50 mM Tris pH 7.4, 150 mMNaCl, 1 mMDTT), and

the protein was eluted (50 mM Tris pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT, 10 mg/ml HRV-3C protease) by cleaving the protein at an

HRV-3C protease site engineered between the C-terminal of the protein and the start of the Fc region. The eluted protein was

then concentrated to an appropriate volume using Vivaspin concentrators (Sartorius-Stedim) and further purified via size exclusion

chromatography using either a Superose 6 Increase 10/300 GL or a HiLoad 16/600 Superdex 200 PG column (Cytiva) equilibrated in

20 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM CaCl2). The protein samples were further concentrated and used immediately or flash-

frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80�C until needed.

The cDNA encoding the extracellular domains (ectodomains) of VLDLR and ApoER2were cloned into the same pCMV6-XL4 vector

as described above. Expi293FTM cells were transfected with the cDNA encoding the genes for the receptors using polyethylenimine

(PEI). The cells expressing the Fc-fused receptors were kept at 37�C and 8%CO2 with shaking for 4–5 days in Expi293TM Expression

Medium before harvesting. Expression was tested by western blot, detecting the N-terminal FLAG tag.

To purify full fusion proteins in cases when it was beneficial to maintain the Fc tag (e.g. BLI experiments where the Fc tag was

required to immobilize the protein to the biosensor and to maintain the dimeric conformation of Reelin without multiple rounds of

size exclusion chromatography), the proteins were expressed as described above. However, the secreted proteins were purified

via affinity chromatography, using anti-FLAG� M2 affinity resin (Sigma). The saturated resin was washed (50 mM Tris pH 7.4,

450mMNaCl), equilibrated (50mMTris pH 7.4, 150mMNaCl), and the protein was eluted (50mMTris pH 7.4, 150mMNaCl, FLAG�
peptide 100 mg/ml). The eluted protein was then concentrated to an appropriate volume using Vivaspin concentrators (Sartorius-Ste-

dim) and used immediately or flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80�C until needed.

The Reelin CF heterodimer was purified as previously outlined (Turk et al., 2020). In short, the conditioned medium of HEK293 cells

stably expressing both FLAG-Reelin CF-Fc and His6-Reelin CF K2467A-Fc was collected and purified in tandem using IMAC Ni2+

and anti-FLAG� M2 affinity resins. The IMAC Ni2+ resin was washed three times with 50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, and

5 mM imidazole, and the protein was eluted using 50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, and 400 mM imidazole. The resulting eluate

was then incubated with the anti-FLAG resin for 2 hours, and the resin was washed three times with 50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 150 mM

NaCl and eluted using 50 mM Tris pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, FLAG� peptide 100 mg/ml.

Immunofluorescence and high-content analysis (HCA) of microscopy images
DIV4 cortical neurons were exposed to each Reelin protein for 30 min (triplicate wells/treatment group), and then fixed in 4% para-

formaldehyde (PFA), permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 for 20 min and incubated with blocking buffer (5% normal goat serum in

0.1% Triton-X-100 in PBS) for 1 h at room temperature. A negative control (purified Reelin elution buffer) and a positive control (10%

fetal calf serum) were included in each plate. Cells were incubated with primary antibodies at 4�C overnight followed by secondary

antibodies (when needed) conjugated to AlexaFluor 647 (Table S1) and Hoechst stain solution (ThermoFisher) for 1 h at room tem-

perature. Cells were then washed twice with PBS and imaged at 10x magnification using an automated confocal fluorescence mi-

croscope (INCell Analyzer 6500, Cytiva). For HCAwe collected at random 9 images/well from 3wells/group (27 images per treatment

group corresponding to at least 1,000 cells per well). The data were analyzed using INCell Workstation or IN Carta software (Molec-

ular Devices) to calculate the percentage of positive cells or the intensity of the antibody signal in each treatment group. Statistical

analysis was conducted using the GraphPad Prism8 software (San Diego, CA, USA). Outliers identified with the ROUT test (Q = 1%)

were eliminated from the analysis. The data were analyzed first for normal distribution using the Shapiro–Wilk test (=0.05); since the

distribution was normal, the values were further analyzed by ordinary one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple comparison

tests. Differences were considered statistically significant when p % 0.05.

Western blot analysis of phosphorylation
DIV4 cortical neurons were lysed in RIPA buffer (50 mM Tris pH 7.4, 1% NP-40, 0.25% deoxycholate, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EGTA)

supplemented with protease inhibitor (cOmplete, Roche) and phosphatase inhibitor (PhosSTOP, Roche), and cleared by centrifuga-

tion at 30003 g for 5 min at 4�C. Protein lysates were loaded onto 8%SDS-PAGE gels and transferred to nitrocellulose membranes.

After transfer, themembranes were rinsed in water two times, incubatedwith Revert 700 total protein stain for 5min, rinsed twice with

wash solution and detected in the 700 nm channel using the Odyssey Fc Imaging System (LI-COR Biosciences). The membranes

were washed in water and blocked in 3% nonfat dry milk for 1 hr before incubation with primary antibodies against phospho-Akt

Ser473, phospho-Akt Thr308, and total Akt (Table S1) overnight. The membranes were then washed 3 times in Tris buffer saline

with 0.1% tween (TBST), incubated for 1 hr with IRDye 800CW goat anti-rabbit IgG secondary antibodies (LI-COR catalog # 926–

32,211) at room temperature and the density of protein bands was determined using the Odyssey Fc Imaging System (LI-COR Bio-

sciences). The ratio of phospho/total Akt was determined from 2 independent experiments.
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mRNA isolation and quantitative reverse transcription PCR (RT-qPCR) analysis
DIV10 cortical neuronal cultures were exposed to Reelin proteins or control buffer for 2 hr. The total RNA was purified using the Qia-

gen (Hilden, Germany) RNeasy Kit and transcribed into cDNA using a High-Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription kit (Applied Bio-

systems, Foster City, CA, USA). The resulting cDNA was analyzed by RT-qPCR using the Power SYBR Green master mix (Applied

Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). The expression levels of Arc and c-Fos genes were analyzed using Applied Biosystems Real-

Time PCR machines and the QuantStudio Design&Analysis V1.4.3 software. Gene expression values were first normalized to the

ribosomal protein S12 (internal control) and then were further normalized to the average value of buffer control samples. Primers

were: c-Fos forward (50-CGGGTTTCAACGCCGACTA-30), c-Fos reverse (50-TTGGCACTAGAGACGGACAGA-30), Arc forward

(50-AAGTGCCGAGCTGAGATG-30), Arc reverse (50-CGACCTGTGCAACCCTTTC-30), S12 forward (50-GGCATAGCTGCTGGAGGTG-

TAA-30), andS12 reverse (50-GGGCTTGGCGCTTGTCTAA-30). Data points represent the average of 2 replicate wells/group from n = 3

experiments. Statistical analysis was conducted using the GraphPad Prism8 software. The data were analyzed first for normal dis-

tribution using the Shapiro–Wilk test (=0.05); since distribution was normal, the values were further analyzed by ordinary one-way

ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple comparison tests. Differences were considered statistically significant when p % 0.05.

Bio-layer interferometry
BLI experiments were performed at room temperature on a BLItz instrument (ForteBio, Menlo Park, CA). Protein A biosensors were

pre-wetted in 400 mL of 20 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM CaCl2, 0.2% Tween 20, 0.1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) for

10 min before use. The Protein A biosensors were then incubated for 4–10 min to load the appropriate purified Fc-fusion protein

(ecto-ApoER2 or ecto-VLDLR). The binding event took place in a 4 mL drop of purified protein at a series of concentrations, under

agitation. The lengths of the association and dissociation steps were determined empirically so that signal returned to baseline

when possible. When sensible, the BLI experiments were performed in triplicate or duplicate. For all BLI experiments, except that

between VLDLR-Fc and Reelin CF C2101A, the association buffer was 20 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 150mM NaCl, 1 mM CaCl2, 0.2%

Tween 20, 0.1% BSA and the dissociation buffer was 20 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0.2% Tween 20, 0.1%

BSA. For the interaction between VLDLR-Fc and Reelin CF C2101A, both association and dissociation buffers were 20 mM HEPES

pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM CaCl2, 0.2% Tween 20, 0.1% BSA. In cases when full dissociation was not possible (i. e. the signal did

not return to baseline), individual Protein A biosensors were used for each concentration measured. The biosensors were incubated

in equimolar solutions of the Fc-fusion protein for exactly 4min before reading the baseline andmeasuring the association and disso-

ciation phases. All aspects of the individually loaded BLI experiments were plotted and overlaid to ensure equal amounts of the Fc-

fusion protein were immobilized to the biosensors (Figure S4). To determine a KD, the maximum response at each concentration was

plotted and fit using a one site – specific, nonlinear regression (GraphPad Prism8).

Cryo-ET data collection and reconstruction
Reelin CFmonomer or dimer samples were first mixed with 6 nm gold particles (EMS), which serve as fiducial markers to facilitate tilt

series alignment during data processing. An aliquot of 3.5 mL of sample was applied to glow discharged Quantifoil holey grids (Quan-

tifoil R 2.0/1.0, Cu, 200mesh, EMS) prior to vitrification using a Leica EMGP plunger (Leica microsystems). 2D projection images and

tilt series of the samples were collected in a Talos Arctica cryo-electron microscope (Thermo Fisher Scientific) equipped with a post-

column BioQuantum energy filter (the slit was set to 20 eV), a K2 direct electron detector, and Volta phase plates at the back focal

plane. Tilt series of Reelin CFmonomers and dimers were collected under low dose conditions at 49,0003microscopemagnification

with a pixel size of 2.78 A/pixel, at defocus close to �0.5 mmwith Volta phase plate or �4 mmwithout phase plates. Automated data

collection was performed using SerialEM (Mastronarde, 2005) under the following illumination settings: spot size 8, 100 mm

condenser aperture and 100 mm objective aperture. Typically, a tilt series ranges from �60� to 60� at 3� step increments. The accu-

mulated dose for each tilt series was 50–60 electrons/Å2. Tilt series alignment and reconstruction were performed using IMOD (Mas-

tronarde, 1997).

Reelin CF dimer subtomogram classification and averaging
Subtomogram processing was done using the latest EMAN2 tomography workflow (Chen et al., 2019). From tomograms of CF

dimers, 7,729 subtomograms were extracted using a box size of 1683 voxels. A reference-free initial model was generated

from a small subset of particles and used for subtomogram refinement for the entire dataset. After aligning all particles to the initial

model, particles were classified based on intrinsic structural features using a model-free alignment algorithm. The number of clas-

ses was determined by the overall structural heterogeneity of the dimer population, and by visual inspection of the class averages

to ensure that each class average demonstrates significant structural variation compared to averages from all other classes. Clas-

ses of particles with weaker RR3 or RR6 densities were excluded in further structural analysis. For class averages obtained from

the second iteration of subtomogram averaging, the angle between the two monomers, defined as the acute angle between the

long axis of the two monomers, and the distance between the C-terminal ends of RR6 on each monomer were measured in UCSF

Chimera (Pettersen et al., 2004). Particles from classes with similar angles and distances were combined, refined, and averaged to

achieve the final subtomogram average. An X-ray crystallography structure of RR5-6 (PDB: 2E26) was used as the reference

model and fitted into the four repeats of each monomer to map the dimerization site and the receptor binding regions on the

average map of the dimers.
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Reelin CF monomer modeling
To model for CF monomer flexibility, subtomograms of monomers were extracted from 3D tomograms and bandpass filtered to

reduce high frequency noises and low frequency gradients from ice thickness variations. Each repeat of the monomer was modeled

as a 40 Å sphere positioned at the center of mass for each repeat. Neighboring repeats in the same monomer were connected by

linkers. Visualization of individual subtomograms and their corresponding 3D models was done in UCSF Chimera.

Small angle scattering
Reelin’s monomeric central fragment was purified and buffer exchanged in PBS pH 7.4 by size exclusion chromatography and the

fraction corresponding to the main peak was collected as well as PBS from a nearby fraction to use as a blank. The protein was

concentrated to 1.1 g/L, and SAXS data was collected at the G1 beamline at the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source (Ithaca,

NY). Twenty exposures of one second each at 20�C were taken at both 1.1 g/L and 0.55 g/L. Data reduction and the initial quality

assessment were performed using BioXTAS RAW (Hopkins et al., 2017), and the data was further analyzed using the ATSAS

3.0.0 software package (Franke et al., 2017).

P(r) was calculated using Primus (Franke et al., 2017). DAMMIN ab initio bead modeling generated independent models that were

subsequently aligned, averaged and filtered using the DAMAVER and DAMFILT programs (Franke et al., 2017). Rigid body modeling

was performed using SASREF (Petoukhov and Svergun, 2005).

ANALYTICAL ULTRACENTRIFUGATION

Sedimentation velocity AUC experiments were performed in a Beckman Optima XL-I at the University of Canterbury Biomolecular

Interaction Center (Christchurch, New Zealand). Reelin CF samples weremeasured at 0.057 g/L, 0.18 g/L and 0.4 g/L (unfractionated

samples), 0.29 g/L (monomer), 0.21 g/L (dimer) and 0.21 g/L (higher order species) (fractionated samples) and 0.1 g/L and 0.3 g/L

(C2101A mutant samples) in 50 mM Tris pH 8, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM CaCl2. Experimental data were collected at 20�C; reference so-

lution (buffer) and sample solutions were added to 12 mm double sector cells with quartz or sapphire windows. Samples were run in

an An-50 or An-60 Ti rotor at 32,000 rpm and scanned at 280 nm (fractionated samples), 286 nm (unfractionated samples) or 290 nm

(C2101A mutant samples). Data were analyzed with UltraScan-III v.4.0, release 5812. The partial specific volume of Reelin CF

(0.726 mL/g) was estimated by UltraScan from protein sequence, analogous to methods outlined by Laue et al. (Laue et al.,

1992). The influence of glycosylation on the partial specific volume was not considered as it was not necessary to be able to distin-

guish between amonomeric or dimeric particle. Data were analyzed using two-dimensional spectrum analysis and genetic algorithm-

Monte Carlo analysis (Brookes et al., 2010; Brookes and Demeler, 2007; Demeler, 2010).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical analysis was performed using the GraphPad Prism8 software and all information regarding this can be found within the

appropriate figure legends, results section, and method details.
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